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CYLINDERS TYPE ROTARY COMPRESSOR  
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ABSTRACT 
Recently the demanding of 2-3HP inverter controlled air conditioner is growing. Compared with one cylinder 
type rotary compressor, the torque fluctuation and vibration of the two cylinders type rotary compressor is little, so it 
is more suitable for large displacement compressor of 2～3HP. In this paper mechanical losses of inverter controlled 
large displacement two cylinders type rotary compressor is theoretically studied. Based on the dynamic model of 
moving parts, the computer simulation of the compressor mechanism is carried out. The moving orderliness, the 
force and lubricating condition of main frictional parts, such as rolling piston, vane, upper and lower bearing, etc, 
are numerical analyzed. Then the mechanical losses are predicted. The result is compared to that of the 





Single rolling piston type rotary compressors are widely used in small capability room air conditionings due to 
its small size, lightweight, high performance and suitable for volume-producing. The capability of air conditioner is 
decided on room size and load. Recently the demanding of 2-3HP air conditioner for store or large room is growing. 
But as for single cylinder rotary compressor, the torque fluctuates much and vibration accelerates along with 
displacement growing, which still be difficult to put into batch production up to now. Compared with one cylinder 
type rotary compressor, the torque fluctuation and vibration of the two cylinders type rotary compressor is little, so it 














              (a) single cylinder type rotary compressor                      (b) two cylinder type rotary compressor 
Fig. 1 Structure of the compressor 
 
As Fig1 shows, a two cylinder rotary compressor includes a closed casing, a compression section, and  an 
electric motorsection, both arranged in the casing, for driving the compression section. The compression section 
comprises first and second assemblies. The first assembly is constructed by securing a second cylinder to a first 
bearing, in alignment therewith. The second assembly is constructed by securing a second cylinder to a second 
bearing, in alignment therewith. The first and second assemblies are aligned with and secured to each other while a 
partitioning plate is interposed between the first and second cylinders. First and second rollers are rotatably arranged 
in the first and second cylinders, respectively. These rollers are rotated by a rotational shaft which is supported by 
the first and second bearings and drived by the electric motor section. Compared to single rolling piston type rotary 
compressors, the movement of compress mechanical structure is same. But the two cylinder type has two sets of  
compress mechanism, it will lead to a series of subjects. First, the number of wear parts is increased and the 
compress force is more complicated than before. Second, the distance between main and sub bearing is longer,  
which cause heavier and more complicated force acting on crankshaft. So the crankshaft will be easier to deform, 
several friction problems between main and sub bearing will occur and the mechanical power will increase.  
In this paper, a theoretical calculation of the compressor mechanical losses is presented based on the compressr 
moving analysis, force analysis and lubricating analysis. The result is compared to that of the corresponding single 
cylinder type rotary compressor. 
 
THEORETICAL  ANALYSIS 
 
Movement Analysis 
Fig.2 shows an analytical model of the movement of one rolling piston in cylinder. As the crankshaft rotates, 
the rolling piston also rotates around the center of the crankshaft at angular velocity pϖ . It is assumed that the vane 
tip is always contact with the outside of the rolling piston, then the vane length in the cylinder is[1]: 

























Fig 2  Analytical Model 
 
Pressure in Compression Chamber 
       The displacement volume of the compression chamber is expressed as 





















Then the pressure in compression chamber is obtained from the  following equation. 
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The Forces on the Vane 
The constraint forces( nR1 , nR2 , VnF )acted on vane is extracted from the following equations. 
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where: 
The spring force acted on the back side of the vane: 
kxFFK −= 0  
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The gaseous force acted on the two side of vane: 
HxPPF SCg )( −=  
 
The forces acted on the rolling piston  
The gaseous force on the rolling piston is: 
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        The acentric force of the rolling piston is; 
2ωemF pe =  
The force on the rolling piston are discomposed along two direction, parallel and perpendicular to the direction 
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      Then the force on the rolling piston is as follow: 
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Force on the Upper and Lower Bearing  
Assume that counter weight completely balance the rotating inertia force of piston and off-center shaft, the force 
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Mechanical Losses Analysis 
Mechanical Loss between Vane Sides and Cylinder Slot Sides 
dt
dxRRL nnS )( 211 += µ  
Mechanical Loss between Vane tip and Outside of the Rolling Piston 
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Mechanical Loss between Inner Piston and Outside of the Shaft 
)(3 pPRML ωω −= −  
Mechanical Loss between Outside of Piston and Inner Side of Cylinder 
)(4 pCRML ωω −= −  
Mechanical Loss between Piston and Sides of Upper and Lower Bearing 
)(5 pBRML ωω −= −  
Mechanical Loss between the shaft  and the bearing 
ω)(6 LBUB MML +=  
Where, the angular velocity pω of  the rolling piston  is derived from the equation of the moment equilibration  
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SIMULATION RESULTS 
Single and two cylinder type rotary compressor shown in table 1 was individually calculated. The average 
friction losses was enumerated in table 2. 
From table 2, we can see that the mechanical losses of bearing and vane tip of two cylinders type rotary 
compressor descends 4.1% and 3.3% respectively, but the total mechanical losses increase 2.8% of single type 
compressor  
 
Table 1  Simulation Conditions 
    
Table 2  Relative frictional power losses(%) 
            Annotation: the total frictional power loss of single cylinder type rotary compressor is taken as 100%.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
    The mechanical loss of two cylinder type rotary is theoretically calculated and compared with that of single 
cylinder type rotary compressor. It is predictable that the mechanical losses  of bearing and vane tip of two cylinders 
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 Two cylinder rotary compressor Single cylinders rotary compressor 
Rc(mm) 58 58 
H(mm) 20.5 35 
E(mm) 4.443 5.291 
Vth(cc/rev) 30.7 30.7 
Refrigerant R22 R22 
Ps(Mpa) 0.625 0.625 
Pd(Mpa) 2.146 2.146 
Rotating Speed(rpm) 4500 4500 
 Two cylinders rotary compressor Single cylinder rotary compressor 
Loss1 32.4 28.1 
Loss2 21.0 24.3 
Loss3 22.6 18.7 
Loss4 2.1 1.0 
Loss5 3.6 2.7 
Loss6 21.1 25.2 
Total Loss 102.8 100 
 
   
